
 

Abstract—Each database host in the cloud platform often has 
to service more than one database application system. However, 
under the resource limitations of the host, evenly distributed 
databases into each host is an important issue needed to be 
addressed. The database sizes and the number of databases must 
be taken into account for workload balancing among database 
hosts. If too many data or databases are gathered in only few 
database hosts, the data skew may occur and result in poor 
quality of service. Currently, how to evenly allocating databases 
into hosts has not been concerned yet. In this research, we will 
propose five database allocation algorithms for distributing 
databases to hosts in the cloud platform. The equations used to 
evaluate the deviation of database allocation results are also 
provided in this report. In our experimental study, one of 
proposed approach can perform very near optimal solution. We 
hope that it will help the practical applications in the cloud 
platform. 
 

Index Terms—cloud computing, database allocation, load 
balancing, Best Fit Decreasing Strategy 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE Cloud computing is an emerging business solution 
and has brought to much attention [7][12][18][19]. In the 

cloud platform, the Storage as a Service (StaaS) is a business 
model in which a large company rents space in their storage 
infrastructure to a smaller company or individual [21][24]. It 
can address the requirements of each software service to 
distribute the storage space and all kinds of the service on the 
resource pool. Cloud storage services allow users through the 
web-based applications at any place and any time via 
Internet-connected devices for facilitate the use of its storage 
capabilities without the need for extra proprietary storage 
system. The storage layer is the main core of the cloud storage, 
like infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in cloud computing, 
which is composed of various types of storage devices 
dispersed in different regions. In this storage layer, either 
DAS, FC SAN, iSCSI or NAS of IP storage devices can be 
integrated by consolidation system of storage virtualization 
technology. Thus remote monitoring and management for all 
devices can be performed in this consolidation system. 
Moreover, there must be collaboration between different 
storage devices, and provides a single integrated services. 

Due to a great diversity and large volume of data in the 
cloud, the databases are spread across a broad range of hosts 
to serve numerous of users and must have sufficient 
scalability and management capabilities to face any specific 
data needs in real time. Therefore, several researches on how 
to efficiently manage databases in cloud platform have been 
proposed [6][10][11][13][16]. 
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A database management system on the database server to 
serve a large number of users is quite resource consumption, 
such as the demand on storage space and memory as well as 
the executing database engine for service and management of 
the database. On the practical application, a host often serves 
more than one database application systems concurrently. 
Accordingly, if too many of them share the limited resources 
of a host, it may decrease the efficiency of the application 
systems. Therefore, how to allocate various sizes and the 
number of databases to every host evenly is one of most 
important issues for ensuring the good performance in the 
cloud. However, it has not been discussed until now. 

In this paper, we would like to study the load balancing of 
database allocations in the cloud by considering both two 
factors of the various sizes of databases and the number of 
databases. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: 
in section 2, we review the related works of data allocations. 
Then, in section 3, we propose five algorithms for database 
allocation in cloud platform. After that, we design 
experiments to evaluate the efficiencies of proposed 
approaches in section 4. Finally, a conclusion is given in the 
last section. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Cloud infrastructure consists of global master nodes and 

local slave nodes. Databases are always allocated in slave 
nodes to serve as database hosts. A database host can serve 
more than one database and the application systems 
concurrently. There still has not any report to address the load 
balancing issue for database hosts in the cloud platform. 
There is a similar concept by Mackey et al [9] for storing 
small files in HDFS efficiently and improving the space 
utilization for metadata. HDFS stands for Hadoop 
architecture consists of a distributed file system [25]. We will 
briefly introduce Mackey's approach in this section. 
Furthermore, since the ideas of Round-robin scheduling and 
the Best fit decreasing strategy will be used in our proposed 
schemes, we would also like to give an introduction for them. 

A. Metadata Management for Small Files in HDFS 

The Hadoop architecture consists of a Distributed file system 
(HDFS) and a programming framework MapReduce [2]. It is 
formed with a metadata server called the Name node and a 
large number of I/O nodes called Data nodes, such that a 
single Name node keeps metadata of all files on different Data 
nodes as shown in Figure 1 [9]. In conventional multi-user 
environments, users are given quotas to access and use such 
that the HDFS provides for a mechanism to put quotas on user 
directories. In Hadoop’s implementation, cluster 
administrators are given two options for applying user quotas; 
1) maximum number of files per directory 2) maximum file 
space for a user directory. Mackey et al discuss their work on 
these options [9].  Figure 2 shows two cases where an 
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incoming request may exceed the quota limitations. Assuming 
the user quota for number of files is seven and storage is 7GB. 
N shows the current number of files and S shows the current 
storage capacity. User 2 in the figure has reached the limit on 
the number of files, although the space quota is still under 
utilization. User n has reached the space limit, but the number 
of files is under utilization. In both cases, users will not be 
allowed to proceed with the MapReduce job because of the 
inability to create new files in the respective directory [9]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Hadoop file system [9] 

 

 
Figure 2. An incoming request May be exceeding number of files quota or 

storage quota [9] 

B. Round-Robin Scheduling 

Round-robin scheduling [14] is a simple algorithm 
designed especially for time-sharing systems for arranging 
processes in an operating system in which all runnable 
processes are kept in a circular queue as shown in Figure 3. 
The CPU scheduler goes around this queue and allocates the 
CPU to each process for a time interval of time slices without 
priority. It provides a complete fairness among the processes. 
Round-robin algorithm has been widely used in many 
scheduling approaches [15][3][23]. 

 

Figure 3. Round-robin scheduling [23] 

C. Best Fit Decreasing Strategy 
Best fit decreasing strategy is often used to solve the bin 

packing problem and look for the near optimal solution [4][5]. 
In the problem, objects of different volumes (sizes) must be 
packed into a finite number of bins with limited capacity each 
in a way that minimizes the number of bins used.  In another 
similar problem that the objects distributed into all the bins 
are most evenly. By best fit decreasing strategy, the objects 
are first sorted into decreasing order according to sizes. In the 
each iteration, the current largest object is assigned to the bin 
which currently owns the smallest volumes of packs assigned. 
This process is repeated until all the objects have been 
assigned as shown in Figure 4. In the figure, P1 and P2 could 
be bins, and B1, B2, ..., B8 could be packages in decreasing 
order according to size. This scheme is also used in many 
research fields such as data processing and data allocations 
[8][11][20].  

 

 
Figure 4. Best Fit Decreasing Strategy 

III. LOAD BALANCING FOR DATABASE ALLOCATIONS 

A database host often serves a number of database 
management systems. If too many of databases share the 
limited resources of a host concurrently, it may decrease the 
efficiency of the application systems. Therefore, evenly 
designating various sizes and the number of databases to 
every host can ensure the efficiencies of application systems 
in the cloud. In this section, we design five allocation 
algorithms for allocating databases to the hosts. The volumes 
of data and the number of databases are taken into account for 
load balancing the allocations. Suppose that all the databases 
have been sorted in decreasing order according to their sizes 
and will be allocated into hosts in this sequence.  

A.  Round-Robin Allocation 

Round-robin allocation uses the idea of Round-Robin 
scheduling to allocate databases in round robin fashion as 
shown in Figure 5. In the figure, D1, D2, ..., and etc. denote the 
databases in decreasing order of sizes, and are periodically 
allocated to hosts N1 to N5.  

This allocation scheme can guarantee to designate the 
number of databases to every host in an optimal distribution. 
Nevertheless, it cannot ensure the volumes of data in every 
host being evenly. 
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Figure 5.  Round-Robin Allocation 

B.  Z-Distribution 

Z-Distribution modifies the Round-robin allocation to 
allocate databases into hosts in a Z like manner. In this 
approach, databases are sequentially designated to hosts from 
N1 to N5 in odd iterations and to hosts from N5 to N1 in even 
iterations, as shown in Figure 6. 

This scheme like Round-robin allocation can well 
distribute the number of databases to host. In addition, it can 
distribute the volumes of data to every host more evenly than 
Round-robin allocation. 

 
Figure 6.  Z-distribution 

C.  Best Fit Decreasing Strategy with Size First 

Best fit decreasing strategy with size first uses the Best 
fit decreasing strategy [5] to allocate databases into hosts with 
considering the sizes of databases only. The designation of 
this scheme is similar to that of the Figure 4.  

This allocation method emphasizes that it tries to evenly 
distributing the volumes of data instead of the number of 
databases to each hosts. 

D. Best Fit Decreasing Strategy with Limited Number of 
Databases 

Best fit decreasing strategy with limited number of 
databases also use the Best fit decreasing strategy to allocate 
databases into hosts additional the number of databases is 
limited in each host. When the number of databases allocated 
reaches the limitation of a host, the host won't be assigned 
database again and the database is allocated to the next host 
with smallest volume of data.  

In this approach, we specify the average number of 
databases (each host assigned if evenly distributed) for the 
limited number of databases for each host. Therefore, we can 
evenly allocate the number of databases to hosts like in 
Round-robin allocation and Z-distribution. However, the load 
balance of volume of data for each host may not as good as 
Best fit decreasing strategy with size first. 

E.  Quantity Ratio Allocation 

Quantity Ratio Allocation tries to designate the 
databases with the smallest volumes of data together with the 
largest volumes of data to a same host. Since databases are 
sorted in decreasing order, a host allocated a few number of 
databases but large volumes of data should delay the 
designation and wait for the smaller ones. The Equation (1) is 
designed for evaluating the Quantity Ratio (QRi) for the host i, 
where NDBavg and DBavg denote the average number of 
databases and the average data volume respectively which 
each host can be allocated, NDBi and DBi denote the number 
of databases and the data volume respectively already 
allocated in the ith host concurrently. The next designation of 
database will go for the host with the highest value of quantity 
ratio. We also note that the limited number of databases for 
each host can also be applied in this approach to evenly 
designate the number of databases to hosts. 

iavg

iavg
i NDBNDB

DBDB
QR

−
−

=     … (1) 

Let's give an example for illustration. Suppose that the 
known average number of databases (NDBavg) is 10 and 
average data volume is 150GB. If host A has already been 
allocated one database with data volume of 100GB, its 
quantity ratio will be 5.6 (50/9=). If the other host B has 
already been allocated five databases with total data volume 
of 90GB, its quantity ratio will be 12 (60/5=). Since host B 
has the higher quantity ratio, the next database will be 
designated to host B. The host A will be delayed and wait for 
allocating smaller databases. 

IV. PERFORMANCE STUDY 
In order to evaluate the performances of our proposed 

database allocation schemes, a series of experiments are 
performed in this section.   

A. Experimental Model 

We first design following 3 equations to evaluate how 
balance of our five allocation approaches.  
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In Equation (2), Dsize denotes the total size of deviation 
which accumulates the difference between the ideally average 
data volume should be allocated and the actually data is 
allocated to each host. Where n is the total number of 
databases, DBi is the data volume allocated in the ith host and 
DBavg is the ideally average data volume should be allocated 
to every host. 

In Equation (3), NNoOfDBs denotes the total number of 
database deviation which gathers the difference between 
ideally average number of databases should be allocated and 
the actually number of databases are allocated to each host. 
Where n is the total number of databases, NDBi is the number 
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of databases allocated in the ith host and NDBavg is the ideally 
average number of databases should be allocated to every 
host. 

In Equation (4), DR denotes the normalized Deviation 
Ratio which looks deviation ratios of size (Dsize / Dtotal) and of 
the number of databases (NNoOfDBs / Ntotal) as an coordinate in 
two dimensional space and computes the distance to the origin 
(0, 0). Where Dtotal is the total size (volume) of all databases 
and Ntotal is the total number of databases being allocated. We 
normalize the Dsize and NNoOfDBs to the ratios of (Dsize / Dtotal) 
and (NNoOfDBs / Ntotal), respectively, in which their values are 
between 0 and 1 such that no one will overly dominate the DR 
value if Dzise or NNoOfDBs is too vast. 

The parameters of our experiment are presented in Table 
1. Suppose that the database sizes are not uniformly 
distributed. The sizes of databases are varied and can be 
determined by the Zipf-like distribution as shown is Equation 
(5) [17][22]. In this equation, |Bi| is the size of the ith database, 
|R| is the total data volume of all databases, Zb is the database 
skew, and b is the total number of databases. We note that 
when Zb = 1, the equation becomes a Zipf distribution, and 
when Zb = 0, it is a uniform distribution. The size distributions 
for 1000 databases when Zb equals to 0, 0.5, and 1.0 are 
shown in Figure 7. In addition, Sizes of the largest database 
and the smallest database for Zb varied from 0.0 to 1.0 are 
presented in Table 2. If Zb=1, the largest and smallest 
databases consist of 13.36TB and 0.013TB data respectively. 
Furthermore, databases are sorted in decreasing order 
according to their sizes before allocated to hosts. 

Table 1. experimental parameters 

Parameter setting 

Hosts (n) 100 

Number of databases (b) 1000 

Total data volume (|R|) 100TB 

Database skew (Zb) 0.1~1.0 
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Figure 7.  DB sizes in Zip-like distributions 

 
 
 
 

Table 2. The sizes of largest and smallest DBs for various Zb 

Zb Largest DB (TB) Smallest DB(TB) 
0.0 0.10 0.100 
0.1 0.18 0.090 
0.2 0.32 0.080 
0.3 0.56 0.070 
0.4 0.96 0.061 
0.5 1.62 0.051 
0.6 2.65 0.042 
0.7 4.22 0.034 
0.8 6.46 0.026 
0.9 9.50 0.019 
1.0 13.36 0.013 

For easier discussion and labeling, Best Fit Decreasing 
Strategy with Size First and Best Fit Decreasing Strategy with 
Limited Number of Databases Allocations will be shorten as 
BestFit_Size and BestFit_NDB, respectively, in this section. 
The experimental results are shown in the following 
subsections. Our experimentation consists of five parts: 

(i) Analysis of database size deviation 
(ii) Analysis of the number of database deviation 
(iii) Analysis of deviation ratio 
(iv) Analysis of Scalability 
(v) Optimality study 

B. Analysis of database size deviation 

In this study, the database size deviations after databases 
allocated in hosts are investigated. The Equation (2) is used 
for computing the total size of deviation which accumulates 
the difference between the ideally average data volume 
should be allocated and the actually data is allocated to each 
host. The experimental result is shown in Figure 8. There is no 
doubt that the database size deviations of all allocation 
approaches are increasing as rising the database skew from 
0.1 to 1.0. It's due to the higher database skew the more 
difficulty to distribute databases to each host evenly. In the 
figure, the Quantity Ratio allocation can most evenly allocate 
databases to hosts when database skew is minor such as Zb <= 
0.4. However, the BestFit_Size outperforms all other 
allocation schemes if Zb >= 0.5. That's because this study 
considers the database sizes as the only influence factor and 
BestFit_Size allocation only focuses on balancing the data 
volume to every host. Since the Round-robin allocation 
considers evenly distributing the number of databases to all 
the hosts only and ignores the effect of data volume 
distributions, it performs the worst in this study 
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Figure 8. Analysis of database size deviation 
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C.  Analysis of the number of database deviation 

In this section, we examine the number of database 
deviation. The Equation (3) is used for calculating the total 
number of database deviation which gathers the difference 
between the ideally the average number of databases should 
be allocated and the actually number of databases are 
allocated to each host. The experimental result is shown in 
Figure 9. In the figure, all approaches can perfectly allocate 
the even number of databases to every host except 
BestFit_Size. To evenly distribute the number of databases to 
all hosts is not taken into account by BestFit_Size allocation. 
Therefore, the number of database deviation for BestFit_Size 
grows up as increasing the database skew. 
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Figure 9. Analysis of the number of database deviation 

D.  Analysis of Deviation Ratio 
Since the studies of previous two sections considered 

either database size deviation or the number of database 
deviation only, both of them will be taken into account 
simultaneously in this section. To prevent any one of these 
two deviation factors over dominating the experimental 
results, they are normalized to design the total deviation ratio 
calculated by Equation (5). We use this equation to analyze 
the deviation ratios of five approaches. The experimental 
result is presented in Figure 10. We can find that Quantity 
ratio allocation performs best in five schemes. The 
BestFit_NDB almost acts as good as Quantity ratio allaction 
when Zb >=0.7. Nevertheless, the BestFit_NDB performs 
worse than Quantity ratio allocation and stands in the second 
best if Zb < 0.7. We also note that Round-robin allocation 
which considers evenly distributing the number of databases 
only almost performs the worst except when Zb =1. In addition, 
the Bestfit_Size is very sensitive to database skew when 
increasing the skew the deviation ratios of BestFit_Size grows 
most rapidly and becomes the worst when Zb =1. 
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Figure 10. Analysis of deviation ratio 

E.  Analysis of Scalability 

The scalability of our five allocation approaches are 
examined in this section. In this study, the total number of 
databases is varied from 500 to 1300. The total data volume 
and the number of hosts are still fixed for 100TB and 100, 
respectively. The database skew (Zb) is fixed at 0.5. The 
deviation ratio by Equation (4) is used to evaluate the 
performances of allocation schemes. The experimental result 
is shown in Figure 11. All the deviation ratios of five 
approaches are decreased as we increasing the number of 
databases. It is due to that more number of databases, which 
implies smaller data volume for every database, is more easily 
to balance the database allocations. Moreover, the Quantity 
ratio allocation still outperforms the other four approaches. It 
benefited greatly by larger number of databases. 
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Figure 11. Analysis of scalability 

F. Optimality study 

By deviation ratio analysis, the Quantity ratio allocation 
is the best approach for database allocation. In this section, we 
would like to investigate Quantity ratio allocation comparing 
to optimal solution for deviation ratio to find how well 
Quantity ratio allocation already be. We define that the 
database allocation with the smallest deviation ratio is the 
optimal solution. However, to find optimal solution for 
smallest deviation ratio, there are 1000 databases and 100 
hosts in our experiment which like the bin packing problem is 
an NP hard problem [4] and can result in 1001000 
combinations of possible database allocations. It is 
impossible to be done in our PC devices. Therefore, we 
narrow down the experimental scale to 20 databases and 4 
hosts which still has 420 (over one trillion) combinations of 
possible database allocations. The total data volume is also 
decreased to 10TB. We look for the smallest deviation ratio 
for the optimal solution from all the possible combinations 
and compare with Quantity ratio allocation. The experimental 
result is presented in Figure 12. We are glad that the deviation 
ratios for Quantity ratio allocation and optimal solution are 
very close. It means that Quantity ratio allocation perform 
very well and is near optimal solution. Although this study is 
only for small scale experimental environment, we 
optimistically expect that it still can perform well in real 
practical applications. 
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Figure 12. Quantity ratio vs. optimal solution 

V. CONCLUSION 
Storage as a Services (StaaS) is one of the important 

services in Cloud platform. All the essential applications and 
database services are gathered here. In this Cloud platform, 
databases are dispersed across a broad range of hosts to 
service numerous users. A database management system 
which needs storage space for data and memory for database 
engine running is quite resource consumption. On the 
practical application, a host often serves more than one 
database application systems concurrently. Therefore, 
balance allocated databases to every host can ensure the 
efficiency of each application system. In this paper, we 
proposed five database allocation schemes in which both data 
volume and the number of databases are taken into account. A 
deviation ratio, which is derived by normalized data size 
deviation and the number of databases deviation, is designed 
for evaluating the degree of evenly distributed databases. Our 
experimental results point out that the Quantity ratio 
allocation approach has the best performance and is very 
close to the smallest deviation ratio of optimal solution. 
Besides, if evenly distributed data volume to each host is most 
concerned, the Best Fit Decreasing Strategy with Size First 
approach (BestFit_Size) can perform it well. In addition, if 
the limitation of CPU power and memory is serious to care for, 
all proposed approaches, except BestFit_Size, can evenly 
allocate the number of databases to each host.  
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